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(54) VOICE INTERACTION CONTROL METHOD

(57) A cloud server (111) extracts voiceprint data
from voice data of a user, and distinguishes the user.
The cloud server (111) identifies a task which the user
instructs, from the voice data of the user. If contexts re-
quired to execute the task have not been amassed, the
cloud server (111) registered the distinguished user as

a task owner, and notifies the user with a reply sentence
to cause the user to speak the required context. If the
voiceprint data of the voice data which the user has ut-
tered matches the voiceprint data of the user A, and all
required contexts are amassed, cloud server (111) caus-
es a device to execute the task.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a speech di-
alogue control method in a speech dialogue system.

Background Art

[0002] PTL 1 discloses an example of the background
art. The method and device in PTL 1 performs spoken
control of a device relating to consumer appliances using
spoken commands.
[0003] In this method and device, a spoken command
to turn on the device is accepted from a particular user,
the features of the voice are identified, and only in a case
where the additional spoken command is identified as
having been uttered by this user, is the additional spoken
command accepted. Accordingly, only commands from
this user can be accepted even in an environment where
there is much noise, such as people other than the user
talking in the vicinity.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0004] PTL 1: Japanese Unexamined Patent Applica-
tion
Publication No. 2002-123295

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0005] However, the above-described PTL 1 has need-
ed further improvement.

Solution to Problem

[0006] In order to solve the above problem, one aspect
of the present disclosure is a speech dialogue control
method of a speech dialogue system where connection
is made to a voice input device that inputs user voice.
The method includes:

receiving first instruction information, representing a
first instruction content as to the speech dialogue
system, from the voice input device;
extracting, in a case of having received the first in-
struction information from the voice input device, first
voice information, indicating a voice feature value of
the user who has input the first instruction informa-
tion, contained in the first instruction information, and
recognizing a first instruction content which the first
instruction information represents;
performing instruction request notification, in a case
where recognition result of the first instruction con-

tent is that processing to be executed could not be
uniquely identified based on the first instruction con-
tent, thereby prompting the user to input information
necessary for uniquely identifying the processing;
extracting, in a case where utterance information
which is voice uttered by the user is received from
the voice input device is received after the instruction
request notification, second voice information includ-
ed in the utterance information, indicating a voice
feature value of the user who has input the utterance
information, and determining whether or not the first
voice information and the second voice information
that have been extracted match; and
in a case where determination is made that the first
voice information and the second voice information
do not match, executing processing to make notifi-
cation to the effect that input of the utterance infor-
mation cannot be accepted, or not executing
processing identified based on the first instruction
content and the voice information that have been
input.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0007] According to the above aspect, further improve-
ment can be realized.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0008]

[Fig. 1A] Fig. 1A is a diagram illustrating an overall
image of service provided by a speech dialogue sys-
tem according to an embodiment.
[Fig. 1B] Fig. 1B is a diagram illustrating an example
where a device manufacturer serves as a data center
operator.
[Fig. 1C] Fig. 1C is a diagram illustrating an example
where either one of a device manufacturer and a
management company serves as a data center op-
erator.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a configuration diagram of a speech
dialogue system according to a first embodiment.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a configuration diagram of a modifi-
cation of a speech dialogue system according to the
first embodiment.
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating the hardware
configuration of a voice input/output device accord-
ing to the first embodiment.
[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating the hardware
configuration of a device according to the first em-
bodiment.
[Fig. 6] Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating the hardware
configuration of a gateway according to the first em-
bodiment.
[Fig. 7] Fig. 7 is a diagram illustrating the hardware
configuration of a cloud server according to the first
embodiment.
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[Fig. 8] Fig. 8 is a diagram illustrating the system
configuration of the cloud server according to the
first embodiment.
[Fig. 9] Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating the system
configuration of the gateway according to the first
embodiment.
[Fig. 10] Fig. 10 is a diagram illustrating the system
configuration of a device according to the first em-
bodiment.
[Fig. 11] Fig. 11 is a diagram illustrating the system
configuration of a voice input/output device accord-
ing to the first embodiment.
[Fig. 12] Fig. 12 is a diagram illustrating a specific
example of a user management DB according to the
first embodiment.
[Fig. 13] Fig. 13 is a diagram illustrating a specific
example of a device state management DB accord-
ing to the first embodiment.
[Fig. 14] Fig. 14 is a diagram illustrating a specific
example of a device function management DB ac-
cording to the first embodiment.
[Fig. 15] Fig. 15 is a diagram illustrating a specific
example of an utterance comprehension dictionary
DB according to the first embodiment.
[Fig. 16] Fig. 16 is a diagram illustrating a specific
example of dialogue frame DB according to the first
embodiment.
[Fig. 17] Fig. 17 is a flowchart illustrating details of
speaker identification processing according to the
first embodiment.
[Fig. 18A] Fig. 18A is a flowchart illustrating details
of speech content comprehension processing ac-
cording to the first embodiment.
[Fig. 18B] Fig. 18B is a flowchart illustrating details
of state management processing according to the
first embodiment.
[Fig. 18C] Fig. 18C is a flowchart illustrating details
of updating processing of the device state manage-
ment DB according to the first embodiment.
[Fig. 19] Fig. 19 is a sequence diagram of commu-
nication processing performing user restriction in the
speech dialogue system according to the first em-
bodiment.
[Fig. 20] Fig. 20 is a sequence diagram of commu-
nication processing performing user restriction in the
speech dialogue system according to the first em-
bodiment.
[Fig. 21] Fig. 21 is a sequence diagram of commu-
nication processing performing user restriction in the
speech dialogue system according to the first em-
bodiment.
[Fig. 22A] Fig. 22A is a screen diagram illustrating
authority state display content.
[Fig. 22B] Fig. 22B is a screen diagram illustrating
authority state display content.
[Fig. 22C] Fig. 22C is a screen diagram illustrating
authority state display content.
[Fig. 23] Fig. 23 is a configuration diagram of a

speech dialogue system according to a second em-
bodiment.
[Fig. 24] Fig. 24 is a configuration diagram of a mod-
ification of the speech dialogue system according to
the second embodiment.
[Fig. 25] Fig. 25 is a diagram illustrating a specific
example of a device state management DB accord-
ing to the second embodiment.
[Fig. 26A] Fig. 26A is a sequence diagram of com-
munication processing performing user restriction in
the speech dialogue system according to the second
embodiment.
[Fig. 26B] Fig. 26B is a sequence diagram of com-
munication processing performing user restriction in
the speech dialogue system according to the second
embodiment.
[Fig. 27] Fig. 27 is a diagram illustrating an overall
image of service provided by a speech dialogue sys-
tem according to a type 1 service (in-house data
center type cloud service).
[Fig. 28] Fig. 28 is a diagram illustrating an overall
image of service provided by a speech dialogue sys-
tem according to a type 2 service (IaaS usage type
cloud service).
[Fig. 29] Fig. 29 is a diagram illustrating an overall
image of service provided by a speech dialogue sys-
tem according to a type 3 service (PaaS usage type
cloud service).
[Fig. 30] Fig. 30 is a diagram illustrating an overall
image of service provided by a speech dialogue sys-
tem according to a type 4 service (SaaS usage type
cloud service). Description of Embodiments

(Underlying Knowledge Forming Basis of the Present 
Disclosure)

[0009] The present inventors have found that the fol-
lowing problems occur in the conventional art.
[0010] The method and device in the above-described
PTL 1 can identify a spoken command to turn the device
on from a first user in an environment where there are
two or more users, accepting additional spoken com-
mands only from the first user. However, this method and
device can accept spoken commands again from another
user only after the first user has turned the device off.
Accordingly, the present inventors have found that there
is a problem with this method and device when two or
more users use the same device at the same time, in that
even though the first user considers a series of control
to have ended, but spoken commands of other users
cannot be accepted unless the first user turns the device
off.
[0011] Specifically, an example will be considered re-
garding a case where a user A and a user B are watching
the same television set in a house, and the user A asks
the television set, "Tell me the weather for Osaka tomor-
row" and the television set provides the user A with the
weather information, whereupon the series of dialogue
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relating to the weather ends. If the user B wants to ask
"Tell me the results of professional baseball for today",
there has been the need for the user A to temporarily
turn the television set off in the conventional art. However,
the contents of the information which the television set
is to provide to the user A and the user B are independent
from each other, since they are "weather information"
and "professional baseball results", and it is desirable
that each user would be able to acquire his/her own de-
sired information without turning the television set off.
[0012] In order to appropriately handle such a state, it
is important that the speech dialogue system be able to
appropriately comprehend whether or not a dialogue with
a user relating to a particular dialogue content (e.g.,
weather) has ended, and control whether or not addition-
al spoken commands should be acceptable from any us-
er.
[0013] The following improvement measures have
been studied in the present disclosure to solve this prob-
lem.
[0014] According to an aspect of a speech dialogue
control method of a speech dialogue system where con-
nection is made to a voice input system that inputs user
voice to solve the above-described problem, the method
includes:

receiving first instruction information, representing a
first instruction content as to the speech dialogue
system, from the voice input device;
extracting, in a case of having received the first in-
struction information from the voice input device, first
voice information, indicating a voice feature value of
the user who has input the first instruction informa-
tion, contained in the first instruction information, and
recognizing a first instruction content which the first
instruction information represents;
performing instruction request notification, in a case
where recognition result of the first instruction con-
tent is that processing to be executed could not be
uniquely identified based on the first instruction con-
tent, thereby prompting the user to input information
necessary for uniquely identifying the processing;
extracting, in a case where utterance information
which is voice uttered by the user is received from
the voice input device is received after the instruction
request notification, second voice information includ-
ed in the utterance information, indicating a voice
feature value of the user who has input the utterance
information, and determining whether or not the first
voice information and the second voice information
that have been extracted match; and
in a case where determination is made that the first
voice information and the second voice information
do not match, executing processing to make notifi-
cation to the effect that input of the utterance infor-
mation cannot be accepted, or not executing
processing identified based on the first instruction
content and the voice information that have been

input.

[0015] Accordingly, in a case where the user A has
performed a particular instruction to the speech dialogue
system, following which there has been a response from
the speech dialogue system regarding the instruction, for
example, the user who can perform further instruction as
to this response can be restricted to the user A.
[0016] Specifically, in a case where the user A per-
forms spoken instruction of "Turn on the television" to the
speech dialogue system, indicating the first instruction
content, and the speech dialogue system receives the
first instruction information which is the voice information
representing the spoken instruction, the speech dialogue
system extracts first voice information indicating a voice
feature value of the user A from the first instruction infor-
mation. In a case where the processing to be executed
based on the first instruction content could not be unique-
ly identified from the recognizing result of the first instruc-
tion content, the speech dialogue system gives an in-
struction request notification to prompt the user to input
necessary information so the processing can be uniquely
identified, such as "What channel shall I show?" for ex-
ample.
[0017] Second voice information indicating the voice
feature value of the user is extracted from the utterance
information, which is the speech which the user has ut-
tered, and in a case where the first voice information and
second voice information do not match, processing is
executed to make notification to the effect that input of
the utterance information cannot be accepted, or the
processing is not executed.
[0018] For example, in a case where an instruction re-
quest notification has been performed, and the word the
number "three" comes up in a conversation between a
user B and a user C nearby the user A, determination is
made regarding whether or not the user B or C who has
uttered the speech "three" matches the user A. If a de-
termination result is obtained that these do not match,
notification is made by the speech dialogue system that
changing the channel to channel "three" cannot be per-
formed. Thus, a situation, where by speech dialogue sys-
tem malfunctions by the speech dialogue system accept-
ing a voice instruction by the user B or C other than the
user A who has made the initial utterance, can be avoid-
ed.
[0019] The user who can respond is restricted for each
process, so the user who can respond can be changed
without initialization processing such as turning off the
power of the speech dialogue system, or the like. As a
result, it is unnecessary to take time for the initialization
processing of the speech dialogue system and so forth.
[0020] Also, in the above aspect, in a case where sec-
ond instruction information indicating a second instruc-
tion content to uniquely identify the processing has been
received from the voice input device as the utterance
information after the instruction request notification, a
second instruction content which the second instruction
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information represents may be recognized. Processing
to be executed may be uniquely identified based on a
recognition result of the first instruction content and the
second instruction content. Second voice information in-
dicating a voice feature value of the user who has input
the second instruction information, contained in the sec-
ond instruction information, may be extracted. Whether
or not the first voice information and the second voice
information match may be determined.
[0021] In this case, in a case where second instruction
information indicating a second instruction content to
uniquely identify the processing has been received after
the instruction request notification, the second instruction
content is first recognized from the second instruction
information, and processing to uniquely identify the
processing executed based recognition results of on the
first instruction content and the second instruction con-
tent. The second voice information indicating the voice
feature value of the user who has input the second in-
struction information is extracted, and processing to de-
termine whether or not the first voice information and the
second voice information match is executed.
[0022] Accordingly, processing to uniquely identify the
processing and processing to determine whether or not
the first voice information and the second voice informa-
tion match, are performed simply by the user uttering
speech indicating the second instruction content. Thus,
the user is not requested to speak multiple times for each
process, and accordingly the user can smoothly proceed
with instructing the speech dialogue system.
[0023] Also, in the above aspect, in a case where the
first voice information and the second voice information
match, a speech content which the received utterance
information represents may be recognized, the process-
ing to be executed may be uniquely identified based on
the first instruction content and the recognition results of
the speech content, and the identified processing may
be executed.
[0024] In this case, the processing is executed under
the condition that the first voice information and the sec-
ond voice information match, so only the instruction from
the user A who has input the first instruction information
is accepted. Consequently, processing against the intent
of the user A can be prevented from being performed.
[0025] Also, in the above aspect, the extracted first
speech information may be stored in memory,
the first speech information may be read out from the
memory, and whether or not the first voice information
and the second voice information match be determined.
[0026] In this case, the first voice information is tem-
porarily stored in the memory, so a situation where the
first voice information does not exist in the speech dia-
logue system at the time of extracting the second voice
information can be avoided.
[0027] Also, in the above aspect, the identified
processing may be search processing to search for any
information.
[0028] In this case, in a case where the speech dia-

logue system asks back for a keyword which the user
has instructed by utterance, for the purpose of confirma-
tion, the user who can respond to this asking back from
the speech dialogue system can be restricted to the user
who instructed the keyword search first. Consequently,
search results against the intent of the user can be pre-
vented from being obtained.
[0029] Also, in the above aspect, the speech dialogue
system may be further connected to an electric appli-
ance,
and the identified processing may be control processing
to control operations of the electric appliance.
[0030] In this case, the speech dialogue system does
not accept voice instructions from the users B and C,
other than the user A who first instructed the electric ap-
pliance by voice, thereby preventing the electric appli-
ance from malfunctioning.
[0031] Also, in the above aspect, in a case where ex-
ecution of the identified processing has ended, the
speech dialogue between the user and the speech dia-
logue system may be ended, and a speech reception
state of the speech dialogue system set to neutral.
[0032] In this case, the speech dialogue system sets
the speech reception state to neutral when execution of
the processing has ended, so the speech dialogue sys-
tem can execute the next processing without the user
having to perform the work of returning the speech re-
ception state to neutral.
[0033] Also, in the above aspect, in a case where a
predetermined amount of time elapses after the instruc-
tion request notification, the speech dialogue between
the user and the speech dialogue system may be ended,
and a speech reception state of the speech dialogue sys-
tem set to neutral.
[0034] In this case, the speech dialogue system auto-
matically sets the speech reception state to neutral after
a predetermined amount of time elapses, so a situation
can be avoided where voice of the user B is not accepted
by the speech dialogue system for an unlimited amount
of time, even if the user A does not input utterance infor-
mation after the instruction request notification, for ex-
ample.
[0035] Also, in the above aspect, the voice input device
and the speech dialogue system may be connected by
a network,
and in a case of detecting that connection by the network
has been cut off after the instruction request notification,
the speech dialogue between the user and the speech
dialogue system may be ended, and a speech reception
state of the speech dialogue system set to neutral.
[0036] In this case, the speech dialogue system auto-
matically sets the speech reception state to neutral when
cutoff of the network is detected, thereby avoiding occur-
rence of needless work where the user A continues to
input utterance information without knowing that the net-
work has been cut off after the instruction request notifi-
cation, for example.
[0037] Also, in the above aspect, the voice input device
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and the speech dialogue system may be connected by
a network,
and in a case of detecting that connection by the network
has been cut off after the instruction request notification,
the speech dialogue between the user and the speech
dialogue system may be ended, and the user notified that
the network has been cut off.
[0038] In this case, the user is notified of the network
cutoff when the cutoff of the network is detected, thereby
enabling the user to recognize after the instruction re-
quest notification that input of utterance information is
useless, thereby preemptively avoiding occurrence of
needless work.
[0039] Also, in the above aspect, notification to the user
that the network has been cut off may be performed by
outputting voice indicating the cutoff.
[0040] In this case, cutoff of the network is notified by
voice, so the user can be made to recognize the cutoff
of the network, without forcing the user to perform work
of viewing a display terminal, for example.
[0041] Also, in the above aspect, notification to the user
that the network has been cut off may be performed by
outputting an image indicating the cutoff.
[0042] In this case, the user can be made to recognize
the cutoff of the network by way of an image.
[0043] Also, in the above aspect, the identified
processing may be executed in a case where determi-
nation is made that the first voice information and the
second voice information match.
[0044] In this case, the processing is executed under
the condition that the first voice information and the sec-
ond voice information match, so only instructions from
the user A who input the first instruction information are
accepted. Consequently, processing against the intent
of the user A can be prevented from being performed.
[0045] These general or specific aspects may be real-
ized by a system, method, integrated circuit, computer
program, or computer-readable recording medium such
as a CD-ROM, and may be realized by any combination
of a system, method, integrated circuit, computer pro-
gram, and recording medium.
[0046] Specific description will be made below regard-
ing embodiments, with reference to the drawings.
[0047] Note that the embodiments described below are
all specific examples of the present disclosure. Values,
shapes, components, steps, orders of steps, and so forth
in the following embodiments are only exemplary, and
do not restrict the present disclosure. Components in the
following embodiments which are not included in an in-
dependent Claim indicating the highest concept are de-
scribed as being optional components. Also, in all of the
embodiments the contents of each can be combined.

(Overall Image of Service to be Provided)

[0048] First, an overall image of the service which the
speech dialogue system provides, according to an em-
bodiment, will be described.

[0049] Fig. 1A is a diagram illustrating an overall image
of a service provided by a speech dialogue system ac-
cording to the present embodiment. The speech dialogue
system includes a group 4100, a data center operator
4110, and a service provider 4120.
[0050] The group 4100 is, for example, a corporation,
an organization, a home, or the like. The scale thereof is
irrelevant. The group 4100 has multiple electric applianc-
es 101 including a first electric appliance and a second
electric appliance, and a home gateway 4102. The mul-
tiple electric appliances 101 include those which are ca-
pable of connecting to the Internet, (e.g., a smartphone,
personal computer (PC), television set, etc.). The multi-
ple electric appliances 101 also include those which are
incapable of connecting to the Internet on their own (e.g.,
lighting, washing machine, refrigerator, etc.). There may
be in the multiple electric appliances 101 those which are
incapable of connecting to the Internet on their own but
can be connected to the Internet via the home gateway
4102. A user U410 also uses the multiple electric appli-
ances 101 within the group 4100.
[0051] The data center operator 4110 includes a cloud
server 4111. The cloud server 4111 is a virtual server
which collaborates with various devices over the Internet.
The cloud server 4111 primarily manages big data or the
like that is difficult to handle with normal database man-
agement tools and the like. The data center operator
4110 manages data, manages the cloud server 4111,
and serves as an operator of a data center which per-
forms the management. The services provided by the
data center operator 4110 will be described in detail later.
[0052] Now, the data center operator 4110 is not re-
stricted just to management of data and management of
the cloud server 4111. For example, in a case where an
appliance manufacturer which develops or manufactures
one of the electric appliances of the multiple electric ap-
pliances 101 manages the data or manages the cloud
server 4111 or the like, the appliance manufacturer
serves as the data center operator 4110, as illustrated in
Fig. 1B. Also, the data center operator 4110 is not re-
stricted to being a single company. For example, in a
case where a appliance manufacturer and a manage-
ment company manage data or manage the cloud server
4111 either conjointly or in shared manner, as illustrated
in Fig. 1C, both, or one or the other, serve as the data
center operator 4110.
[0053] The service provider 4120 includes a server
121. The scale of the server 121 here is irrelevant, and
also includes memory or the like in a PC used by an
individual, for example. Further, there may be cases
where the service provider 4120 does not include a server
121.
[0054] Note that the home gateway 4102 is not indis-
pensable to the above-described system. In a case
where the cloud server 4111 performs all data manage-
ment for example, the home gateway 4102 is unneces-
sary. Also, there may be cases where there are no de-
vices incapable of Internet connection by themselves,

9 10 
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such as in a case where all devices in the home are con-
nected to the Internet.
[0055] Next, the flow of information in the above-de-
scribed speech dialogue system will be described.
[0056] The first electric appliance and the second elec-
tric appliance in the group 4100 each transmit log infor-
mation to the cloud server 4111 of the data center oper-
ator 4110. The cloud server 4111 collects log information
from the first electric appliance and second electric ap-
pliance (arrow 131 in Fig. 1A). Here, log information is
information indicating the operating state of the multiple
electric appliances 101 for example, date and time of
operation, and so forth. For example, log information in-
cludes television viewing history, recorder programming
information, date and time of the washing machine run-
ning, amount of laundry, date and time of the refrigerator
door opening and closing, number of times of the refrig-
erator door opening and closing, and so forth, but is not
restricted to these, and various types of information which
can be acquired from the various types of devices may
be included. The log information may be directly provided
to the cloud server 4111 from the multiple electric appli-
ances 101 themselves over the Internet. Alternatively,
the log information may be temporarily collected from the
electric appliances 101 to the home gateway 4102, and
be provided from the home gateway 4102 to the cloud
server 4111.
[0057] Next, the cloud server 4111 of the data center
operator 4110 provides the collected log information to
the service provider 4120 in a certain increment. The
certain increment here may be an increment in which the
data center operator 4110 can organize the collected in-
formation and provide to the service provider 4120, or
may be in increments requested by the service provider
4120. Also, the log information has been described as
being provided in certain increments, but the amount of
information of the log information may change according
to conditions, rather than being provided in certain incre-
ments. The log information is saved in the server 121
which the service provider 4120 has, as necessary (arrow
132 in Fig. 1A).
[0058] The service provider 4120 organizes the log in-
formation into information suitable for the service to be
provided to the user, and provides to the user. The user
to which the information is to be provided may be the
user U410 who uses the multiple electric appliances 101,
or may be an external user U420. An example of a way
to provide information to the users U410 and U420 may
be to directly provide information from the service pro-
vider 4120 to the users U410 and U420 (arrows 133 and
134 in Fig. 1A). Also, an example of a way to provide
information to the user U410 may be to route the infor-
mation to the user U410 through the cloud server 4111
of the data center operator 4110 again (arrows 135 and
136 in Fig. 1A). Alternatively, the cloud server 4111 of
the data center operator 4110 may organize the log in-
formation into information suitable for the service to be
provided to the user, and provide to the service provider

4120.
[0059] Also, the user 410 may be different from the
user U420 or may be the same.

(First Embodiment)

[0060] The following is a description of a method for a
speech dialogue system to appropriately restrict users
who can respond with regard to spoken instructions of
multiple users, in a case where two or more users use
the same device.
[0061] Description will be made below in order regard-
ing the configuration of the speech dialogue system, the
hardware configuration of a voice input/output device,
the hardware configuration of a device, the hardware
configuration of a gateway, functional blocks of the cloud
server, functional blocks of the gateway, functional
blocks of the device functional blocks of the voice in-
put/output device, and the flow of processing of restricting
users by the speech dialogue system. Thereafter, overall
services provided by the speech dialogue system using
a type 1 service (in-house data center cloud service), an
overall image of service provided by the speech dialogue
system according to a type 2 service (IaaS usage cloud
service), an overall image of service provided by the
speech dialogue system according to a type 3 service
(PaaS usage cloud service), and an overall image of serv-
ice provided by a speech dialogue system according to
a type 4 service (SaaS usage cloud service), will be de-
scribed in order.
[0062] First the configuration of the speech dialogue
system according to a first embodiment will be described.
Fig. 2 is a configuration diagram of the speech dialogue
system according to the first embodiment.
[0063] The speech dialogue system illustrated in Fig.
2 includes a voice input/output device 240, multiple elec-
tric appliances 101, a gateway 102, an information com-
munication network 220, a cloud server 111, and a dis-
play terminal 260. The multiple electric appliances 101
include a television set 243, an air conditioner 244, and
a refrigerator 245.
[0064] The multiple electric appliances 101 are not re-
stricted to the devices which are the television set 243,
air conditioner 244, and the refrigerator 245, and any
device may be included.
[0065] The voice input/output device 240 here (exam-
ple of a voice input device) includes a sound collection
unit which collects voice of a group 100, and a voice
output unit which outputs voice to the group 100. The
group 100 is a space where the voice input/output device
240 can provide information to the users by voice. An
example of the group 100 is inside the house of the users
250 and 251. The voice input/output device 240, electric
appliances 101, gateway 102, and display terminal 260
are installed in the group 100. The cloud server 111 is
situated outside of the group 100.
[0066] The voice input/output device 240 recognizes
the voices of the users 250 and 251, and provides voice
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information from the voice input/output device 240, and
also controls the multiple electric appliance 101, in ac-
cordance with instructions from the users 250 and 251
by voice input. More specifically, the voice input/output
device 240 displays contents, replies to user questions,
and controls the electric appliances 101, following user
instructions by voice input.
[0067] Also here, connection of the voice input/output
device 240, the multiple electric appliances 101, and the
gateway 102, can be performed using cables or wireless.
Also, at least part of the voice input/output device 240,
gateway 102, and electric appliances 101 may be inte-
grated.
[0068] In the example of this speech dialogue system
illustrated in Fig. 2, the two users 250 and 251 are within
the group 100. Hereinafter, the users 250 and 251 may
be collectively referred to as user 250.
[0069] The display terminal 260 has input functions of
the user 250 instructing device control, and information
output functions of providing the user 250 with informa-
tion. The input functions of the display terminal 260 may
be realized by a touch panel, or realized by a push button.
The display terminal 260 may be a cellular phone, smart
phone, or a tablet device.
[0070] The information communication network 220
may be the Internet, with various types of data being
transmitted/received using communication protocols
such as TCP/IP or the like.
[0071] Fig. 3 is a configuration diagram of a modifica-
tion of the speech dialogue system according to the first
embodiment. In this modification, the speech dialogue
system has been applied to an automobile 3000. The
automobile 3000 is provided with a voice input/output
device 3001, multiple onboard devices 3002, a display
terminal 3003, and a gateway 3004. The voice input/out-
put device 3001 is the same as the voice input/output
device 240 in Fig. 2. The onboard devices 3002 are equiv-
alent to the electric appliances 101 in Fig. 2, and are
devices mounted in the automobile 3000. In the example
in Fig. 3, the onboard devices 3002 include an automotive
navigation system (hereinafter "navigation") 3005, and
an air conditioner 3006.
[0072] The display terminal 3003 and the gateway
3004 are respectively equivalent to the display terminal
260 and the gateway 102 illustrated in Fig. 2. The gate-
way 102 is configured using a communication device
which connects the onboard devices 3002 to a wireless
LAN access point, for example. The gateway 3004 con-
nects the voice input/output device 3001, the onboard
devices 3002, and the display terminal 3003 to the infor-
mation communication network 220. The voice input/out-
put device 3001, onboard devices 3002, and display ter-
minal 3003 are connected to the gateway 102 via an on-
board LAN. The users 250 and 251 are on board the
automobile 3000, and one of the users is the driver of
the automobile 3000.
[0073] Next, the hardware configuration of the voice
input/output device 240 will be described. Fig. 4 is a di-

agram illustrating the hardware configuration of the voice
input/output device 240.
[0074] As illustrated in Fig. 4, the voice input/output
device 240 has a processing circuit 300, a sound collec-
tion circuit 301, a voice output circuit 302, and a commu-
nication circuit 303. These blocks are mutually connected
by a bus 330, and can exchange data and commands.
[0075] The processing circuit 300 is realized by a com-
bination of a CPU 310, and memory 320 storing a device
ID 341 and computer program 342. Alternatively, this
may be realized by dedicated hardware configured to
realize the operations described below.
[0076] Note that the device ID 341 is an identifier
uniquely assigned to the voice input/output device 240.
The device ID 341 may be independently assigned by
the manufacturer, or may be a physical address uniquely
assigned on a network (a so-called MAC (Media Access
Control) address) as a principle.
[0077] The sound collection circuit 301 collects user
voice and generates analog voice signals, and converts
the analog voice signals into digital voice data which is
transmitted to the bus 330.
[0078] The voice output circuit 302 converts the voice
data received over the bus 330 into analog voice signals,
and outputs these analog voice signals.
[0079] The communication circuit 303 is a circuit for
communicating with another device (e.g., the gateway
102) via a network. The communication circuit 303 per-
forms communication conforming to the Ethernet (a reg-
istered trademark) standard, for example. The commu-
nication circuit 303 transmits log information and ID in-
formation generated by the processing circuit 300 to the
gateway 102. The communication circuit 303 also trans-
mits signals received from the gateway 102 to the
processing circuit 300 via the bus 330.
[0080] The voice input/output device 240 may include,
besides the components that are illustrated, components
for realizing functions required of that device.
[0081] Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating the hardware con-
figuration of a device 400 which is an example of an elec-
tric appliance 101 according to the first embodiment and
the onboard devices 3002. The television set 243, air
conditioner 244, refrigerator 245, navigation 3005, and
air conditioner 3006 are examples of the device 400.
[0082] The device 400 includes an input/output circuit
410, a communication circuit 450, and a processing cir-
cuit 470. These are mutually connected by a bus 460,
and can exchange data and commands.
[0083] The processing circuit 470 is realized by a com-
bination of a CPU 430, and memory 440 storing a device
ID 441 and computer program 442. Alternatively, this
may be realized by dedicated hardware configured to
realize the operations described below.
[0084] Note that the device ID 441 is an identifier
uniquely assigned to the device 400. The device ID 441
may be independently assigned by the manufacturer, or
may be a physical address uniquely assigned on a net-
work (a so-called MAC (Media Access Control) address)
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as a principle.
[0085] The input/output circuit 410 outputs results
processed by the processing circuit 470. The input/output
circuit 410 also converts input analog signals into digital
data and transmits to the bus 460.
[0086] The communication circuit 450 is a circuit for
communicating with another device (e.g., the gateway
102) via a network. The communication circuit 450 per-
forms communication conforming to the Ethernet (a reg-
istered trademark) standard, for example. The commu-
nication circuit 450 transmits log information and ID in-
formation generated by the processing circuit 470 to the
gateway 102. The communication circuit 450 also trans-
mits signals received from the gateway 102 to the
processing circuit 470 via the bus 460.
[0087] The device 400 may include, besides the com-
ponents that are illustrated, components for realizing
functions required of that device.
[0088] Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating the hardware con-
figuration of the gateway 102. The gateway 102 includes
a communication circuit 550 and a processing circuit 570.
These are mutually connected by a bus 560, and can
exchange data and commands.
[0089] The communication circuit 550 is a circuit for
communicating with another device (e.g., the voice in-
put/output device 240) via a network. The communication
circuit 550 performs communication conforming to the
Ethernet (a registered trademark) standard, for example.
The communication circuit 550 transmits log information
and ID information generated by the processing circuit
570 to the voice input/output device 240, the device 400,
and the display terminal 260. The communication circuit
550 also transmits signals received from the voice in-
put/output device 240, device 400, and display terminal
260, to the processing circuit 570 via the bus 560.
[0090] The processing circuit 570 is realized by a com-
bination of a CPU 530, and memory 520 storing a gate-
way ID 541 uniquely identifying a gateway 102 and com-
puter program 542. Alternatively, this may be realized by
dedicated hardware configured to realize the operations
described below. The gateway 102 may include, besides
the components that are illustrated, components for re-
alizing functions required of that device.
[0091] Fig. 6 illustrates the gateway ID 541 stored in
memory 540 where the computer program 542 is stored.
However, this is but one example. An arrangement may
be made where the computer program 542 is stored in
RAM or ROM, and the gateway ID 541 is stored in flash
memory.
[0092] Fig. 7 is a diagram illustrating the hardware con-
figuration of the cloud server 111. The cloud server 111
includes a communication circuit 650, a processing cir-
cuit 670, an acoustic/linguistic model DB 600, a user
management DB 610, a device state management DB
620, an utterance comprehension dictionary DB 625, a
device function management DB 630, and a dialogue
frame DB 640.
[0093] The processing circuit 670 includes a CPU 671

and memory 672 storing a computer program 673. These
components are connected by a bus 680, and can mu-
tually exchange data.
[0094] The processing circuit 670 is connected to the
acoustic/linguistic model DB 600, user management DB
610, device state management DB 620, utterance com-
prehension dictionary DB 625, device function manage-
ment DB 630, and dialogue frame DB 640 by the bus
680. The processing circuit 670 acquires and edits man-
agement information stored in these databases.
[0095] While the acoustic/linguistic model DB 600, us-
er management DB 610, device state management DB
620, utterance comprehension dictionary DB 625, device
function management DB 630, and dialogue frame DB
640 are internal elements of the cloud server 111 in the
present embodiment, these may be provided outside of
the cloud server 111. In such a case, the processing cir-
cuit 670 is connected to an externally-provided database
via the Internet line.
[0096] The communication circuit 650 is a circuit for
communicating with another device (e.g., the gateway
102) via a network. The communication circuit 650 per-
forms communication conforming to the Ethernet (a reg-
istered trademark) standard, for example.
[0097] The CPU 671 controls the operations of the
cloud server 111. The CPU 671 executes commands de-
scribed in the computer program 673 loaded to the mem-
ory 672. Accordingly, the CPU 671 can realize various
functions. An instruction set is described in the computer
program 673 for the cloud server 111 to realize the later-
described operations.
[0098] The above-described computer program 673
may be recorded in a recording medium such as CD-
ROM or the like and distributed to the market as a product,
or may be transferred over an electric communication
line such as the Internet or the like. A device having the
hardware configuration illustrated in Fig. 7 (e.g., a PC)
functions as the cloud server 111 according to the present
embodiment by reading in this computer program 673.
[0099] Fig. 8 is a diagram illustrating the system con-
figuration of the cloud server 111. The cloud server 111
includes a communication unit 700, a voice recognition
unit 710, a speaker distinguishing unit 720, an utterance
comprehension unit 730, a state management unit 740,
a reply generating unit 750, and a voice synthesis unit
760.
[0100] The communication unit 700 corresponds to the
communication circuit 650. The communication unit 700
performs communication with other devices (e.g., the
gateway 102) via a network. The communication circuit
700 performs communication conforming to the Ethernet
(a registered trademark) standard, for example.
[0101] The voice recognition unit 710 is realized by the
processing circuit 670 and the acoustic/linguistic model
DB 600. The voice recognition unit 710 converts voice
data into text string data. More specifically, the voice rec-
ognition unit 710 acquires, from the acoustic/linguistic
model DB 600, an acoustic model registered beforehand,
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and converts the voice data into phonemic data using
the acoustic model and frequency characteristics of the
voice data. The voice recognition unit 710 also acquires
information regarding a linguistic model from the acous-
tic/linguistic model DB 600 that has been registered be-
forehand, and generates particular text string data from
the array of phonemic data, using the linguistic model.
[0102] The speaker distinguishing unit 720 is realized
by the processing circuit 670 and the user management
DB 610. The speaker distinguishing unit 720 distinguish-
es between users present in the group 100. The speaker
distinguishing unit 720 uses the voice data and recog-
nizes voiceprints of users registered beforehand, and
thus distinguishes between users in the group 100. Spe-
cifically, the speaker distinguishing unit 720 acquires
voiceprint data of users registered beforehand from the
user management DB 610. The speaker distinguishing
unit 720 also compares this voiceprint data with voice-
print data extracted from the voice data, thereby distin-
guishing users.
[0103] The utterance comprehension unit 730 is real-
ized by the processing circuit 670 and the device function
management DB 630. The utterance comprehension unit
730 extracts contexts data from the text string data gen-
erated at the voice recognition unit 710. Context data is
words (context) contained in the text string data, and is
data regarding which words, that are necessary for caus-
ing the device 400 to execute tasks, have been listed.
Specifically, the context data has, the "type" of word con-
tained in the text string data, out of the words registered
in the utterance comprehension dictionary DB 625, and
"concept" or "Task ID" described in a correlated manner.
The utterance comprehension unit 730 extracts context
data by matching the text string data to the device func-
tion management DB 630.
[0104] The state management unit 740 is realized by
the processing circuit 670 and the device state manage-
ment DB 620 and dialogue frame DB 640. The state man-
agement unit 740 uses the context data input from the
utterance comprehension unit 730 to update the data reg-
istered in the device state management DB 620 and the
dialogue frame DB 640.
[0105] The reply generating unit 750 is realized by the
processing circuit 670, the device state management DB
620, and the dialogue frame DB 640. The reply generat-
ing unit 750 matches the device state management DB
620 updated by the state management unit 740, and the
dialogue frame DB 640, and generates control com-
mands to control the device 400 to be controlled. The
reply generating unit 750 also matches the device state
management DB 620 updated by the state management
unit 740, and the dialogue frame DB 640, and generates
text string data for text information to be presented to the
user.
[0106] The voice synthesis unit 760 is realized by the
processing circuit 670 and the acoustic/linguistic model
DB 600. The voice synthesis unit 760 converts the text
string data generated by the reply generating unit 750

into voice signals. Specifically, the voice synthesis unit
760 acquires an acoustic model and linguistic model that
have been registered beforehand from the acoustic/lin-
guistic model DB 600, and converts the text string data
generated by the reply generating unit 750 into particular
voice signals.
[0107] Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating the system con-
figuration of the gateway 102. The gateway 102 includes
a communication unit 800, a reception data analyzing
unit 810, and a transmission data generating unit 820.
[0108] The communication unit 800 corresponds to the
communication circuit 550. The communication unit 800
performs communication with other devices (e.g., the
voice input/output device 240) via a network. The com-
munication unit 800 performs communication conforming
to the Ethernet (a registered trademark) standard, for ex-
ample. The communication unit 800 outputs the received
data to the reception data analyzing unit 810. The com-
munication unit 800 also transmits data generated by the
transmission data generating unit 820 to the network.
[0109] The reception data analyzing unit 810 corre-
sponds to the processing circuit 570. The reception data
analyzing unit 810 analyzes the type of data which the
communication unit 800 has received. The reception data
analyzing unit 810 also decides, as a result of having
analyzed the type of received data, the device to which
transmission should be performed next (e.g., voice in-
put/output device 240 or device 400), and the combina-
tion of data which should be transmitted to that device.
The transmission data generating unit 820 corresponds
to the processing circuit 570. The transmission data gen-
erating unit 820 generates the transmission data from
the device to which transmission should be performed
next and the combination of data which should be trans-
mitted to that device, decided by the reception data an-
alyzing unit 810.
[0110] Fig. 10 is a diagram illustrating the system con-
figuration of the device 400. The device 400 includes a
communication unit 900 and a device control unit 910.
[0111] The communication unit 900 corresponds to the
communication circuit 450. The communication unit 900
performs communication with another device (e.g., the
gateway 102) via a network. The communication unit 900
performs communication conforming to the Ethernet (a
registered trademark) standard, for example.
[0112] The device control unit 910 corresponds to the
input/output circuit 410 and the processing circuit 470.
In the device control unit 910, the processing circuit 470
reads in control data which the communication unit 900
has received, and the input/output circuit 410 which has
performed the reading is controlled.
[0113] Fig. 11 is a diagram illustrating the system con-
figuration of the voice input/output device 240. The voice
input/output device 240 includes a sound collection unit
1000, an audio detection unit 1010, a voice section clip-
ping unit 1020, a communication unit 1030, and a voice
output unit 1040.
[0114] The sound collection unit 1000 corresponds to
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the sound collection circuit 301. The sound collection unit
1000 collects sound from the user and generates analog
audio signals, and also converts the analog audio signals
into digital data and generates audio data.
[0115] The audio detection unit 1010 and the voice
section clipping unit 1020 are realized by the processing
circuit 300. The CPU 310 which executes the computer
program 342 functions at one point as the audio detection
unit 1010 for example, and at another point functions as
the voice section clipping unit 1020. Note that at least
one of these two components may be realized by hard-
ware performing dedicated processing, such as DSP or
the like.
[0116] The audio detection unit 1010 determines
whether or not audio has been detected. For example,
in a case where the level of audio generated at the sound
collection unit 1000 (e.g., amplitude of voice signals) is
at or below a predetermined level, the audio detection
unit 1010 determines that audio has not been detected.
[0117] The voice section clipping unit 1020 extracts a
section from the acquired audio signals where there is
voice.
[0118] The communication unit 1030 corresponds to
the communication circuit 303. The communication unit
1030 performs communication with another device (e.g.,
the gateway 102) over a network. The communication
unit 1030 performs communication conforming to the
Ethernet (a registered trademark) standard, for example.
The communication unit 1030 transmits voice signals of
the section which the voice section clipping unit 1020 has
extracted. The communication unit 1030 also hands the
received voice signals to the voice output unit 1040.
[0119] The voice output unit 1040 corresponds to the
voice output circuit 302. The voice output unit 1040 con-
verts the voice signals which the communication unit
1030 has received into analog voice signals, and outputs
the analog voice signals.
[0120] Fig. 12 is a diagram illustrating a specific exam-
ple of the user management DB 610. The user manage-
ment DB 610 has held therein, in a correlated manner,
a "user ID" which is an identifier of a user, and a "voice-
print file" in which is recorded user voiceprint data, for
example. The user management DB 610 may also hold
personal information of the user (e.g., user name, age,
address) in a manner correlated with the "user ID".
[0121] Fig. 13 is a diagram illustrating a specific exam-
ple of the device state management DB 620. The device
state management DB 620 is a database where one
record has been assigned for one device 400 to which
the service of the speech dialogue system is applied, and
is a database of the cloud server 111 to manage the
current states of the devices 400. The device state man-
agement DB 620 holds, for example, a "gateway ID (GW-
ID)" which is an identifier of the gateway 102, "device
ID", "type", "operating task ID", "dialogue state", and "task
owner", in a mutually correlated manner.
[0122] The "gateway ID" is the identifier of the gateway
102. The "device ID" is the identifier of the device 400.

The "type" indicates the type of the device 400, such as
a television set, refrigerator, and air conditioner. The "op-
erating task ID" is an identifier of a task currently being
executed by the device 400. One task ID of the task IDs
listed in "task ID" in Fig. 14 is registered in the "operating
task ID".
[0123] The "dialogue state" indicates whether or not
the device 400 currently is holding a dialogue with one
certain user. In a case where the device 400 is holding
a dialogue with a user, "awaiting input" is registered in
the "dialogue state", and in a case where the device 400
is not holding a dialogue with a user, "neutral" is regis-
tered in the "dialogue state". The user ID holding dialogue
with the device 400, i.e., one user ID which has authority
for dialogue with the device 400, is registered in the "task
owner". No user is currently holding a dialogue with a
device 400 where the "dialogue state" is "neutral", so the
"task owner" is left blank.
[0124] In the example in Fig. 13, the devices 400 of
which the device IDs are "M01", "M02", and "M03" com-
municate with the cloud server 111 via the gateway 102
of which the "gateway ID" is "G001", so "G001" is corre-
lated as the "gateway ID".
[0125] Fig. 14 is a diagram illustrating a specific exam-
ple of the device function management DB 630. The de-
vice function management DB 630 is a database where
one record is assigned to one task executed by a device
400 to which the service of the speech dialogue system
is applied, in which for example, "device ID", "task ID",
and "task description" are held in a correlated manner.
The "device ID" is the same as that in Fig. 13. The "task
ID" is an identifier of a task which the device 400 is ca-
pable of executing. The "task description" is a text briefly
describing that the task is. The device 400 of which the
"device ID" is "M01" is a television set, so tasks which
the television executes, such as "change channels" and
"change volume" are registered beforehand. The device
400 of which the "device ID" is "M02" is a refrigerator, so
tasks which the refrigerator executes, such as "temper-
ature settings" and "take inventory" are registered be-
forehand.
[0126] Fig. 15 is a diagram illustrating a specific exam-
ple of the utterance comprehension dictionary DB 625.
The utterance comprehension dictionary DB 625 is a da-
tabase in which are registered beforehand words likely
to be included in voice when voice is to be used to cause
the device 400 to execute a task, and is a database where
one record is assigned to one word.
[0127] The utterance comprehension dictionary DB
625 has, for example "word ID", "word", "type", and "con-
cept or TaskID" held in a mutually correlated manner.
The "word ID" is an identifier for uniquely identifying a
word. The "word" is the name of the word. The "type" is
the type of the word. In the example in Fig. 15, words
representing places, such as "Hokkaido" and "Aomori"
have <place> registered as "type". Also, words repre-
senting date and time, such as "today" and "tonight" have
<date> registered as "type". Also, words which serve as
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keywords for tasks to be performed by the device 400,
such as "news" and "weather", have <task> registered
as "type".
[0128] A concept is registered in the "concept or
TaskID" for words regarding which the "type" is <place>
or <date>, and a task ID is registered for words regarding
which the "type" is <task>. Now, "concept" is a logical
symbol which uniquely represents the meaning of the
word. The "task ID" is a task ID of the task which the word
represents, and one of the task IDs listed in Fig. 14 is
registered here. For example, in a case where the user
utters a voice including "weather" to the device 400, such
as "what is the weather for today", the probability that the
user has spoken this voice for the television to obtain
weather information is high. Accordingly, in the example
in Fig. 15, the task of task ID "T01015" for the television
to obtain weather information is correlated with the word
"weather".
[0129] Also, if the user only says "today", determining
the task from that voice is difficult. On the other hand,
the voice "today" is a keyword in the above example of
obtaining weather information, regarding obtaining
weather information for when. Accordingly, words of
which the types are <place> and <date> are correlated
with concepts and not task IDs, and are handled as in-
formation necessary to execute tasks.
[0130] Fig. 16 is a diagram illustrating a specific exam-
ple of the dialogue frame DB 640. The dialogue frame
DB 640 is a database where conditions necessary for
executing one certain task are registered. The dialogue
frame DB 640 has, for example, "device ID", "task ID",
"type", "item importance", "concept", "execution when
value is not input", and "execution when value is input"
held in a mutually correlated manner. Fig. 16 illustrates
an example of a task to have the television to obtain
weather information to task ID "T0105". The "device ID"
and "task ID" are the same as described above. The
"type" is the same as the "type" illustrated in Fig. 15. The
"item importance" indicates the degree of importance of
the information registered in "type". If the information reg-
istered in "type" is required, "required" is registered in
"item importance", and if the information registered in
"type" is not required, "optional" is registered in "item im-
portance".
[0131] A task for obtaining weather information neces-
sitates obtaining information regarding when the weather
information is to be for. Accordingly, "required" is regis-
tered as the "item importance" of the word of which the
type is <date> in the example in Fig. 16, in order to make
the word for when the weather information is to be ob-
tained for required in the execution of the task to obtaining
the weather information. On the other hand, the task for
obtaining weather information does not necessarily re-
quire obtaining information regarding where the weather
information is to be for, but this information would be help-
ful. Accordingly, "optional" is registered as the "item im-
portance" of the word of which the type is <place> in the
example in Fig. 16.

[0132] The "concept" is the same as the "concept" il-
lustrated in Fig. 15. For example, in a case of causing
the device 400 to execute a task using a word of which
the "type" is <place>, the device 400 must be made to
recognize specifically what place the word is indicating.
In the example of the task of obtaining weather informa-
tion, information regarding where the weather informa-
tion is to be obtained for is necessary. Accordingly, in the
example in Fig. 16, "Osaka" is registered as an example
of the "concept" of the type <place>. Accordingly, the
speech dialogue system can cause the device 400 to
obtain weather information for "Osaka".
[0133] The "execution when value is not input" indi-
cates the processing that is to be performed by the
speech dialogue system, in a case where the word for
the relevant "type" has not been input, to prompt the user
to speak that word. A reply sentence "weather for when?"
is registered for the "execution when value is not input"
corresponding to "type" of <date> in the example in Fig.
16. Accordingly, if the user only says "weather", for ex-
ample, the speech dialogue system has not recognized
when the weather information should be obtained for,
and accordingly notifies the user with voice or an image
indicating the reply sentence of "weather for when?". Ac-
cordingly, the user can be made to recognize the need
to speak a word having the type <date>.
[0134] Also, for the "execution when value is not input"
corresponding to a "task ID" of "Default", a reply sentence
of "which task do you want to perform?" is registered in
the example in Fig. 16. Accordingly, in a case where the
speech dialogue system has been able to recognize that
the user has spoken, but has not been able to identify a
task from that voice, the user is notified with voice or an
image indicating the reply sentence of "which task do you
want to perform?". Accordingly, the user can be made to
recognize the need to speak a word having the type
<task>.
[0135] The "execution when value is input" indicates
the processing regarding the device 400 in a case where
a word for this "type" has been input.
[0136] An example of "execution when value is input"
corresponding to "type" of <date> is illustrated in Fig. 16
registered as "controlled device: television, process: ob-
tain weather information of <date>, and display on tele-
vision screen, reply: "displaying weather of <date> ".
[0137] Accordingly, in a case where "today" is spoken
as the word for the "type" <date> for example, a control
command is transmitted to the television to execute the
task of "obtain weather information for today, and display
it on the television screen". Also, voice or an image indi-
cating the reply sentence of "displaying the weather for
today" is output from the television.
[0138] An example of "execution when value is input"
corresponding to "type" of <place> is illustrated in Fig.
16 as "controlled device: television, process: obtain
weather information of at <place>, and display on televi-
sion screen, reply: "displaying weather of <date> at
<place>".
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[0139] Accordingly, in a case where "Osaka" is spoken
as the word for the "type" <place>, and "today" is spoken
as the word for the "type" <date>, for example, a control
command is transmitted to the television to execute the
task of "obtained weather information for today for Osaka,
and display it on the television screen". Also, voice or an
image indicating the reply sentence of "displaying the
weather for Osaka for today" is output from the television.
[0140] Also, for the "execution when value is input" cor-
responding to a "device ID" and "task ID" of "Default", a
reply sentence of "you cannot use this device" is regis-
tered in the example in Fig. 16. Accordingly, in a case
where the voice of another user is recognized while the
speech dialogue system is awaiting input of the voice of
the user with which the speech dialogue system is car-
rying on the dialogue, the user is notified with voice or
an image indicating the reply sentence of "you cannot
use this device". Thus, this other user can recognize that
his/her speech is invalid.
[0141] While the example in Fig. 16 has processing
registered for the television which is a device 400 to ob-
tain weather information, the present disclosure is not
restricted to this, and processing relating to various types
of tasks registered in the device function management
DB 630 illustrated in Fig. 14 are registered in the dialogue
frame DB 640. For example, in the task to "change chan-
nels" of the television set, a word to specify the channel
is required. In this case, a "type" word representing a
numeral is registered as <numeral> in the utterance com-
prehension dictionary DB 625, for example. The task
"change channels" may then be registered in the dia-
logue frame DB 640 with a "type" word <numeral> as a
"required" word.
[0142] Also, in temperature adjustment of a refrigera-
tor, a numeral to indicate temperature is required, so a
word with "type" <numeral> may be registered in the di-
alogue frame DB 640 as a "required" word for the task
of adjusting the temperature of the refrigerator.
[0143] Also, a form can be envisioned regarding tem-
perature adjustment of an air conditioner, where control
is performed to lower the set temperature of the air con-
ditioner in response to speech of "I’m hot", and where
control is performed to raise the set temperature of the
air conditioner in response to speech of "I’m cool". In
order to realize this, the words "hot" and "cool" are reg-
istered in the utterance comprehension dictionary DB
625 as type <condition>, for example. Also, the concept
of the word for "I’m hot" is registered in the utterance
comprehension dictionary DB 625 as "hot", and the con-
cept of the word for "I’m cool" is registered as "cool". The
word with "type <condition> is then registered in the di-
alogue frame DB 640 as a required word in air conditioner
temperature setting processing. Also, "lower tempera-
ture of air conditioner by 1 degree" may be registered as
the "execution when value is
input" for "concept" of "hot", and "raise temperature of
air conditioner by 1 degree" may be registered as
the "execution when value is

input" for "concept" of "cold".
[0144] Fig. 19 through Fig. 21 are sequence diagrams
of communication processing of the speech dialogue sys-
tem to restrict users. This sequence is started when the
user utters voice to instruct something to the device 400.
Note that Fig. 19 through Fig. 21 represent a series of
sequences.
[0145] In S1501, the voice input/output device 240 per-
forms A/D conversion of analogue voice signals repre-
senting voice which the user has uttered, and acquires
as voice data. The communication circuit 303 of the voice
input/output device 240 transmits the acquired voice data
to the gateway 102. The gateway 102 receives the voice
data. Here, the content of instruction which the user has
uttered is one example of a first instruction content, and
voice data indicating the first instruction content is one
example of first instruction information.
[0146] In S1505, the gateway 102 transmits the gate-
way ID 541 held in its own memory 540 to the cloud server
111 along with the voice data received from the voice
input/output device 240.
[0147] The cloud server 111 receives the voice data
and the gateway ID 541 in S1510, and in S1515 performs
voice context understanding processing. This voice con-
text understanding processing is processing to recognize
the voice of the user by the voice recognition unit 710 of
the cloud server 111, and to extract context data by the
utterance comprehension unit 730 of the cloud server
111. Specifically, the cloud server 111 executes voice
context understanding processing using the acoustic/lin-
guistic models registered in the acoustic/linguistic model
DB 600. Fig. 18A is a flowchart illustrating the details of
the voice context understanding processing in S1515.
[0148] Upon the communication unit 700 receiving
voice data of the user from the voice input/output device
240, the voice recognition unit 710 of the cloud server
111 extracts frequency characteristics from that voice
data, and extracts phonemic data from an acoustic model
held in the acoustic/linguistic model DB 600 (S1801).
[0149] Next, the matches the array of extracted pho-
nemic data to the closest text string data in the linguistic
model held in the acoustic/linguistic model DB 600, there-
by converting the voice data into a particular text string
data (S1802).
[0150] Next, the utterance comprehension unit 730 of
the cloud server 111 matches the converted text string
data and the utterance comprehension dictionary DB 625
(S1803).
[0151] Next, the utterance comprehension unit 730 ex-
tracts all words which have completely or partially
matched the text string data, and generates context data
listing the "type" and "concept or Task ID" of all extracted
words (S1804).
[0152] For example, assumption will be made that the
user says "what is the weather for today?". In this case,
context data where <date> which is the "type" of "today"
and <today> which is the "concept" of "today" are corre-
lated, and also <task> which is the "type" of "weather"
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and "T1015" which is the "Task ID" of "weather" are cor-
related, and listed, is generated.
[0153] Returning to Fig. 19, the speaker distinguishing
unit 720 of the cloud server 111 performs speaker dis-
tinguishing processing in S1520. This speaker distin-
guishing processing is processing to distinguish the
speaker from the voice data of the user. Specifically, the
speaker distinguishing unit 720 extracts voiceprint data
from the voice data of the user transmitted from the voice
input/output device 240, and matches the extracted voice
print data with the user management DB 610, thereby
distinguishing speakers.
[0154] Fig. 17 is a flowchart illustrating details of the
speaker distinguishing processing shown in S1520. First,
the speaker distinguishing unit 720 extracts voiceprint
data from the voice data transmitted from the voice in-
put/output device 240 (S1701). The voiceprint data ex-
tracted here is an example of the first voice information.
[0155] Next, the speaker distinguishing unit 720
matches the extracted voiceprint data with the voiceprint
data recorded in all voiceprint files registered in the user
management DB 610 (S1702).
[0156] Next, if there is voiceprint data registered in the
user management DB 610 matching the voiceprint data
that has been extracted (YES in S1703), the speaker
distinguishing unit 720 outputs the user ID correlated with
the voiceprint file recording the matched voiceprint data.
Thus, the user who is the speaker is uniquely distin-
guished. If the extracted voiceprint data is determined to
match the voiceprint data recorded in the voiceprint file
"S01.dat" in the user management DB 610 in Fig. 12, the
user ID "P01" is output.
[0157] On the other hand, if there is no matching voice-
print data the (NO in S1703), the speaker distinguishing
unit 720 determines whether or not the sound voice ac-
cepting state is neutral (S1705). In this case, if the "dia-
logue state" of all devices 400 correlated with the gate-
way ID transmitted along with the voice data is "neutral"
at the device state management DB 620, determination
is made that the voice accepting state is neutral (YES in
S1705), and the processing is advanced to S1706. On
the other hand, if the voice accepting state is not neutral
(NO in S1705), the processing ends. In this case, if the
"dialogue state" of any one device 400 of all devices 400
correlated with the gateway ID of the gateway 102 of this
user is "awaiting input" at the device state management
DB 620, determination is made that the voice accepting
state is not neutral.
[0158] In S1706 the speaker distinguishing unit 720
assigns a new user ID to the extracted voiceprint data,
and newly registers in the user management DB 610.
Thus, the voiceprint data of a new user is registered in
the user management DB 610.
[0159] Returning to Fig. 19, the state management unit
740 of the cloud server 111 performs state management
processing in S1525. This state management processing
is processing where the state management unit 740 up-
dates the dialogue frame DB 640 and device state man-

agement DB 620, and manages the state of the devices
400.
[0160] Fig. 18B is a flowchart illustrating the details of
the state management processing shown in S1525 of
Fig. 19. First, the state management unit 740 references
the device state management DB 620 and obtains the
"dialogue state" of the devices 400 (S1811). In this case,
the "dialogue state" of the devices 400 correlated with
the gateway ID transmitted along with the voice data to
be processed is obtained from the device state manage-
ment DB 620.
[0161] For example, if the gateway ID transmitted
along with the voice data to be processed is "G001", the
"dialogue state" of the devices 400 having "device ID" of
"M01", "M02", and "M03" is obtained in the example in
Fig. 13. In this case, the "dialogue state" of each of the
television set, refrigerator, and air conditioner, is "await-
ing input", "awaiting input", and "neutral".
[0162] Next, the state management unit 740 acquires
context data generated by the utterance comprehension
unit 730 (S1812).
[0163] Next, the state management unit 740 deter-
mines whether or not the context data includes "Task ID"
(S1813). For example, an assumption will be made that
the voice data to be processed is "what is the weather
for today?". In this case, this voice data includes the word
"weather" of which the "type" is <task>, and the context
data includes "T0151T which is the Task ID of "weather",
so determination of YES is made in S1813. Also, in a
case where the voice data to be processed is "today" and
a word of which the "type" is <task> is not included, a
determination of NO is made in S1813.
[0164] Next, the state management unit 740 matches
the acquired context data against the dialogue frame DB
640 (S1814).
[0165] Next, the state management unit 740 deter-
mines whether or not all contents required to execute the
task has been amassed (S1815). For example, if the data
to be processed is "what is the weather for today?", set-
tings have been made in the dialogue frame DB 640 that
inclusion of a word of which the "type" is <date> is a
required condition to execute the task of task ID "T0105"
to obtain weather information. Now, the "type" of the word
"today" contained in "what is the weather for today?" is
<date>. Accordingly, the voice data "what is the weather
for today?" includes the required conditions to execute
the task for obtaining the weather information. Thus, a
determination of YES is made in S1815.
[0166] On the other hand, if the voice data to be proc-
essed is "weather?", this voice data does not contain a
word of which the "type" is <date>, so a determination of
NO is made in S1815.
[0167] In S1816, the state management unit 740 ref-
erences the dialogue frame DB 640 and outputs a control
command indicated by "execution when value is input".
In the task of task ID "T0105" described above, "obtain
weather information for <date>, and display it on the tel-
evision screen" is registered for the "execution when val-
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ue is input", so a control command to cause the weather
information for today to be obtained is generated.
[0168] In S1817, the state management unit 740 ref-
erences the dialogue frame DB 640 and outputs a control
command indicated by "execution when value is not in-
put". For example, a case will be assumed where the
voice data to be processed is "weather" and the task has
been identified, but a determination of NO has been made
in S1815 since all contexts required to execute that task
have not been amassed. In this case, the reply sentence
of "weather for when?" is registered for the "execution
when value is not input" for the task of task ID "T0105",
so a control command to output the reply sentence
"weather for when?" is generated in S1817.
[0169] Also, a case will be assumed where a determi-
nation of NO has been made in S1813 since no word of
which the "type" is <task> is contained in the voice data
to be processed. In this case, in S1817 a control com-
mand to output a reply sentence "which task do you want
to perform?" that is registered for "execution when value
is not input" corresponding to "task ID" of "Default", i.e.,
a reply sentence to prompt the user to speak a word of
which the "type" is <task> is generated.
[0170] In S1818, the state management unit 740 up-
dates the device state management DB 620. Fig. 18C is
a flowchart illustrating a detailed updating process of the
device state management DB 620 shown in S1818 in
Fig. 18B. First, the state management unit 740 deter-
mines whether or not a timeout has occurred (S1821).
This timeout here means that, for example, the device
400 has output the reply sentence of "weather for when?"
to prompt the user to speak a word of which the "type"
is <date>, but a predetermined amount of time has
elapsed from the point-in-time of output of the reply sen-
tence. The predetermined amount of time here is an
amount of time from which it can be deemed that the user
has no intent to speak in response to the reply sentence.
Also, in a case where the user has spoken for the first
time to cause the device 400 to execute a task, the device
400 has not output the reply sentence, so no timeout
occurs, and determination of NO is made in S1821.
[0171] Next, the state management unit 740 deter-
mines whether or not the network has been cut off
(S1822). If the voice input/output device 240 happens to
be cut off from the network at the point, the speech dia-
logue system cannot acquire the voice which the user
has spoken. Accordingly, a case where the network be-
tween the voice input/output device 240 and the cloud
server 111 is cut off is the network cutoff here.
[0172] If the network has not been cut off (NO in
S1822), the state management unit 740 determines
whether or not all contexts required to execute the task
have been amassed. This processing is the same as that
in S1815 in Fig. 18B.
[0173] In a case where all contexts have been
amassed (YES in S1823), the state management unit
740 resets the "operating task ID" and "task owner" of
the relevant device 400 in the device state management

DB 620, and updates the "dialogue state" for the relevant
device 400 to "neutral". For example, if the user has spo-
ken, "what is the weather for today?", the task, and the
device 400 to execute that task (television set) can be
identified, and also the required conditions to execute
the task of obtaining the weather information have been
amassed, so "none" is registered in the "operating task
ID" for "television" in the device state management DB
620, and the "task owner" is made to be blank.
[0174] On the other hand, in a case where not all con-
texts have been amassed (NO in S1823), the state man-
agement unit 740 updates the "operating task ID" and
"task owner" of the relevant device 400 in the device state
management DB 620, and updates the "dialogue state"
to "awaiting input" (S1825).
[0175] For example, if the user has spoken, "what is
the weather?", the task, and the device 400 to execute
that task can be identified, but the required conditions to
execute the task of obtaining the weather information
have not been amassed. Accordingly, the task ID
"T0105" of that task is registered to the "operating task
ID" for "television" in the device state management DB
620, and the user ID "P01" of the speaker that has been
identified by the speaker distinguishing processing is reg-
istered in the "task owner". Further, the "dialogue state"
is updated to "awaiting input" for the "television" in the
device state management DB 620. Thus, information in-
dicating whether or not the device 400 is executing the
task, and the user ID of one user in dialogue with the
device 400, are registered in the device state manage-
ment DB 620. Accordingly, the current state of the device
400 to which the speech dialogue service is to be applied,
and the user currently having authority to speak to the
device 400, can be identified. Accordingly, even in a case
where voice data from a user who does not have authority
to speak is recognized, the device 400 can be prevented
from being controlled according to that voice data.
[0176] Note that the processing in S1824 is also exe-
cuted in a case where a timeout occurs (YES in S1821)
and a case where the network has been cut off (YES in
S1822). Accordingly, a state where the "dialogue state"
of a certain device 400 remains neglected in a state of
"awaiting input" in the device state management DB 620
can be prevented. Also, the "dialogue state" of a certain
device 400 can be returned to "neutral" without having
to relegate the job of inputting interruption of the task
regarding the relevant device 400 to the user.
[0177] This ends the processing of S1525 in Fig. 19.
Note that in the present embodiment, the processing of
S1510 through S1525 will be referred to as "process
group A" hereinafter.
[0178] The reply generating unit 750 of the cloud server
111 determines in S1530 whether or not an ask-back to
the user will occur. Whether or not an ask-back to the
user will occur can be determined by whether or not all
"required" contexts have been amassed for the relevant
task in the dialogue frame DB 640. That is to say, in a
case where the determination result of S1815 in Fig. 18A
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is YES, a determination of NO is made in S1530, and in
a case where the determination result of S1815 is NO, a
determination of YES is made in S1830.
[0179] In S1535, the reply generating unit 750 per-
forms control command generating processing. This con-
trol command generating processing is processing to
generate a control command for the device 400 to be
controlled. Specifically, the reply generating unit 750 gen-
erates a control command by reading in the content reg-
istered in the "execution when value is input" for the rel-
evant task in the dialogue frame DB 640. For example,
in the example of a task to obtaining the weather infor-
mation for today, a control command is generated to
cause the television set to obtain the weather information
for today.
[0180] In S1540, the reply generating unit 750 per-
forms reply sentence generating processing. This reply
sentence generating processing is processing to gener-
ate a reply sentence to notify the user. Specifically, in a
case where an ask-back is necessary, the reply gener-
ating unit 750 generates a reply sentence by reading out
the reply sentence registered in the "execution when val-
ue is not input" for the relevant task in the dialogue frame
DB 640. On the other hand, in a case where an ask-back
is unnecessary, the reply generating unit 750 generates
a reply sentence by reading out the reply sentence reg-
istered in the "execution when value is input" for the rel-
evant task in the dialogue frame DB 640.
[0181] The voice synthesis unit 760 of the cloud server
111 performs voice synthesis processing in S1545. This
voice synthesis processing is processing for converting
the response sentence into voice data. Specifically, the
voice synthesis unit 760 converts the text string data of
the response sentence into voice data using information
of a phonemic/linguistic model that is registered in the
phonemic/linguistic model DB 600.
[0182] In S1550, the voice synthesis unit 760 transmits
the generated control command and voice data of the
reply sentence, and authority state display content in-
cluding the text of the reply sentence, to the gateway 102
along with the device ID 441 of the device 400 to be
controlled and the gateway ID 541.
[0183] Note that in the present embodiment, the
processing of S1540 through S1550 will be referred to
as "process group B" hereinafter.
[0184] In S1565, the gateway 102 receives the control
command, voice data, authority state display content, de-
vice ID 441, and gateway ID 541, that have been trans-
mitted from the cloud server 111. Next, in S1570 the gate-
way 102 performs reception data analysis processing.
This reception data analysis processing is processing of
separating the data which the reception data analyzing
unit 810 of the gateway 102 has received into the control
command, voice data, authority state display content, de-
vice ID 441, and gateway ID 541, the transmission data
generating unit 820 of the gateway 102 transmitting the
separated control command to the device 400 having the
device ID 441, the separated voice data to the voice in-

put/output device 240, and the separated authority state
display content to the display terminal 260.
[0185] For example, if the reply sentence is "weather
for when?" the voice input/output device 240 outputs the
voice "weather for when?", and the display terminal 260
displays the authority state display content including the
text "weather for when?".
[0186] On the other hand, in a case where a task is to
be executed at the device 400, a control command for
execution of that task is transmitted to the device 400,
and the task is executed at that device 400. For example,
if the control command is for causing the television set
to perform the task of obtaining the weather information
for today, that control command is transmitted to the tel-
evision, and the television set obtains the weather infor-
mation for today. The weather information for today is
then displayed on the television.
[0187] Note that in the present embodiment, the
processing of S1565 through S1570 will be referred to
as "process group C" hereinafter.
[0188] Description will be made below regarding
processing of S1501 and thereafter in Fig. 20, where the
user finds from the reply sentence output by the voice
input/output device 240 that an ask-back has occurred,
and provides the voice input/output device 240 with a
further instruction by voice.
[0189] The voice input/output device 240 acquires the
voice data of the user. The communication circuit 303 of
the voice input/output device 240 transmits the acquired
voice data to the gateway 102, thereby repeating S1501.
The gateway 102 receives that voice data. Here, the con-
tent of the instruction which the user has uttered is one
example of a second instruction content, and voice data
indicating the second instruction content is one example
of second instruction information.
[0190] The gateway 102 transmits the gateway ID 541
held in its own memory 540 to the cloud server 111 along
with the voice data received from the voice input/output
device 240, thereby repeating S1505.
[0191] The cloud server 111 repeatedly executes the
process group A. In S1575, the cloud server 111 deter-
mines whether the user which has spoken is the same
as the task owner of the device 400 to be controlled.
Specifically, the cloud server 111 extracts voiceprint data
from the voice data to be processed (example of second
voice information), matches the extracted voiceprint data
with the user management DB 610, and identifies the
user who has spoken. The cloud server 111 then deter-
mines that the identified user is the task owner if the user
ID of the identified user is the same as the user ID reg-
istered in the device state management DB 620 as the
"task owner" of the device 400 to be controlled.
[0192] For example, if the user ID of the identified user
is "P01", "P01" is registered as the "task owner" of the
"television" in the example of the device state manage-
ment DB 620 in Fig. 13. Accordingly, the identified user
is determined to be the task owner of the "television",
and in S1575 a determination of YES is made. On the
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other hand, if the user ID of the identified user is "P03",
this user ID is not registered as the "task owner" of any
device 400 of which the "dialogue state" is "awaiting in-
put" in the example of the device state management DB
620 in Fig. 13. Accordingly, the identified user is deter-
mined not to be the task owner, and in S1575 a determi-
nation of NO is made.
[0193] The cloud server 111 repeatedly executes
S1530. Only in a case where in S1575 the task owner is
the same as the user who has spoken (YES in S1575)
and determination is made in S1530 that there is no need
for an ask-back (NO in S1530), does the cloud server
111 perform the control command generating processing
in S1535.
[0194] On the other hand, in a case where in S1575
the task owner is the same as the user who has spoken
(YES in S1575) and determination is made in S1530 that
there is need for an ask-back (YES in S1530), the cloud
server 111 does not execute the control command gen-
erating processing in S1535 but executes the process
group B again (Fig. 21). That is to say, in a case where
the task owner and the user who has spoken are not the
same, the cloud server 111 does not accept the instruc-
tions of the user who has spoken.
[0195] Next, the gateway 102 executes the process
group C again, transmits a control command to the device
400, transmits voice data to the voice input/output device
240, and transmits authority state display content to the
display terminal 260.
[0196] Fig. 22A through Fig. 22C are screen diagrams
illustrating authority state display contents. Fig. 22A il-
lustrates an authority state display content displayed on
the display terminal 260 in a case where the user has
uttered "what is the weather?", and the task has been
identified but context required to execute the task has
not been amassed. Note that the screen diagram in Fig.
22A is an example of a notification to the effect that input
of the speech information cannot be accepted.
[0197] In this screen diagram, a text 2201 "what is the
weather?", which is the content that the user has spoken
earlier, is displayed. Also, at the current stage, the task
of obtaining weather information has been identified from
the "what is the weather?", but context required to exe-
cute the task has not been amassed, so text 2202 "weath-
er of when?" is displayed to prompt the user to speak
that context. Also, this task will be executed in the speech
dialogue system under the condition that the same user
as the user who spoke earlier speaks, so text 2203 "the
questioner must answer" is displayed correlated with the
text 2201 "what is the weather?". Thus, the user who is
holding the dialogue can recognize that only he/she has
the authority to control the device 400.
[0198] Fig. 22B illustrates an authority state display
content displayed on the display terminal 260 in a case
where all devices 400 to be controlled are in a neutral
state. No user is a task owner in this state, so speech by
any user is accepted by the speech dialogue system.
Accordingly, this screen diagram illustrates that text 2211

"anyone can talk" displayed. Thus, the user can recog-
nize that his/her speech will be accepted by the speech
dialogue system.
[0199] Fig. 22C illustrates an authority state display
content displayed on the display terminal 260 in a case
where the network has been cut off. For example, if the
network has been cut off in a state where there is a user
with whom dialogue is being carried out, no matter how
much the user may talk, the speech dialogue system can-
not accept that speech. There is a problem that unless
the user is notified of the network cutoff, the user will be
made to speak unnecessarily. Accordingly, this display
screen displays text 2221 "communication lost". Accord-
ingly, the user can be made to recognize the network
cutoff, and also recognize that any speech made now
will not be accepted by the speech dialogue system.
[0200] Note that the authority state display content in
Fig. 22A is displayed in a case where determination is
made in S1503 that an ask-back is necessary and the
process group C has been executed. The authority state
display content in Fig. 22B is displayed in a case where
all of the devices 400 to be controlled are in a neutral
state, and the speech dialogue system is in a state await-
ing voice from the user. Also, the authority state display
content in Fig. 22C is displayed in a case where commu-
nication between the display terminal 260 and the cloud
server 111 has been lost.
[0201] While the speech dialogue system according to
the present embodiment has been described as being
applied to a case where the user utter voice to control
the devices 400, but the present disclosure is not restrict-
ed to this. For example, the speech dialogue system may
be applied to a case where the user utters a keywords
and the speech dialogue system performs a keyword
search. Also, in a case where the speech dialogue sys-
tem performs an ask-back to the user in order to confirm
a keyword which the user has spoken, the user who can
answer the ask-back from the speech dialogue system
is restricted to the user who initially instructed the key-
word search.
[0202] Another form of the above search is, for exam-
ple, a form where the navigation 3005 illustrated in Fig.
3 is made to search a route to a destination. Assumption
will be made that the user 250 of the speech dialogue
system utters the voice "search" to the navigation 3005,
and this voice is collected by the voice input/output device
3001. In this case, voice data of this voice is transmitted
to the cloud server 111, and the cloud server 111 iden-
tifies the user who has uttered this voice, and also deter-
mines whether or not all contexts required to execute this
search task have been amassed. An assumption will be
made that a context of which the "type" is <place> is
required for the navigation 3005 to execute the task of
searching a route.
[0203] Now, since the only utterance has been
"search", the cloud server 111 determines that the con-
texts for executing this task have not been amassed, and
outputs a reply sentence "where is the destination?" to
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the voice input/output device 3001. Assumption will be
made that the user 250 utters the voice "Osaka" in re-
sponse to this reply sentence, for example. The voice
data of this voice is then transmitted to the cloud server
111 and the cloud server 111 determines whether or not
the user who has uttered this voice data is the same as
the user 250 who made the initial utterance. Since these
are the same here, the cloud server 111 causes the nav-
igation 3005 to execute the task. Thus, the navigation
3005 searches a route from the current location to Osaka,
and presents the search result to the user.
[0204] On the other hand, assumption will be made
that the user 251 utters the voice "Osaka" in response
to the reply sentence "where is the destination?". In this
case, the user 251 who has spoken is not the same as
the user 251 who has uttered the voice "search", so the
task is not executed. Accordingly, a situation where the
task is executed against the intent of the user 250 can
be prevented.

(Second Embodiment)

[0205] Fig. 23 is a diagram illustrating the configuration
of a speech dialogue system according to a second em-
bodiment. Components which are the same as those in
the first embodiment are denoted with the same refer-
ence numerals in the second embodiment, and detailed
description will be omitted. The following is a description
of the second embodiment, primarily with regard to points
which differ from the first embodiment.
[0206] The speech dialogue system according to the
second embodiment includes the voice input/output de-
vice 240, multiple electric appliances 101, the display
terminal 260, and a central management device 2800.
That is to say, the speech dialogue system according to
the second embodiment has the central management
device 2800 instead of the gateway 102, information
communication network 220, and cloud server 111 which
the speech dialogue system according to the first em-
bodiment has.
[0207] The central management device 2800 is in-
stalled within the group 100. A home server for managing
devices 400 installed within the group 100 may be used
as the central management device 2800. Connection
among the central management device 2800, the display
terminal 260, the voice input/output device 240, and the
multiple electric appliances 101, may be performed by
cable or wirelessly. The hardware configuration and sys-
tem configuration of the central management device
2800 is the same as that of the cloud server 111.
[0208] While the central management device 2800 is
illustrated as being separate from the electric appliances
101 in the second embodiment, the present disclosure
is not restricted to this. For example, the television set
243, the air conditioner 244, or the refrigerator 245 may
include the central management device 2800.
[0209] Fig. 24 is a configuration diagram of a modifi-
cation of the speech dialogue system according to the

second embodiment. The speech dialogue system illus-
trated in Fig. 24 has been applied to an automobile 3000,
the same as the speech dialogue system illustrated in
Fig. 3. The speech dialogue system illustrated in Fig. 24
differs from the speech dialogue system illustrated in Fig.
3 with regard to the point that the central management
device 2800 has been provided instead of the gateway
3004 and the cloud server 111. The central management
device 2800 here is mounted in the automobile 3000 and
functions as the cloud server 111. Accordingly, the gate-
way 102 is omitted from the speech dialogue system in
Fig. 24. Other than that, this is the same as the speech
dialogue system in Fig. 3.
[0210] Fig. 25 is a diagram illustrating a specific exam-
ple of the device state management DB 620 according
to the second embodiment. The gateway 102 has been
omitted from the second embodiment. Accordingly, the
"gateway ID" which had been provided to the device state
management DB 620 in Fig. 13 is omitted from the device
state management DB 620 illustrated in Fig. 25. Other
than that, the device state management DB 620 illustrat-
ed in Fig. 25 is the same as the device state management
DB 620 illustrated in Fig. 13.
[0211] Note that in the first embodiment, the cloud
server 111 manages not the one group 100 to which the
speech dialogue service is applied, but rather the devices
400 installed in all groups 100. Accordingly, there was
the need to provide a gateway ID for the devices 400 and
identify devices 400 installed in the same group 100 as
that of the user who has spoken as the devices 400 to
be controlled. Thus, the device state management DB
620 illustrated in Fig. 13 had gateway IDs registered cor-
related with the device IDs.
[0212] On the other hand, the second embodiment as-
sumes the central management device 2800 to be a
home server installed in the group 100 of the user, so
devices 400 installed in other groups 100 are not subject
to being managed. Accordingly, the devices 400 of the
group 100 where the central management device 2800
is installed are registered in the device state manage-
ment DB 620 illustrated in Fig. 25.
[0213] Fig. 26A and Fig. 26B are sequence diagrams
of communication processing for restricting users ac-
cording to the speech dialogue system of the second
embodiment. In Fig. 26A and Fig. 26B, the same symbols
denote the same operations as those of the speech dia-
logue system according to the first embodiment, illustrat-
ed in Fig. 19 through Fig. 21.
[0214] Processing which had been executed by the
cloud server 111 in the first embodiment (Fig. 19 through
Fig. 21), is executed by the central management device
2800 in the second embodiment (Fig. 26A and Fig. 26B).
[0215] Accordingly, the transmission/reception
processing between the cloud server 111 and the gate-
way 102 which was performed in the first embodiment
(Fig. 19 through Fig. 21) has been omitted from the sec-
ond embodiment (Fig. 26A and Fig. 26B), and the recep-
tion data analyzing processing which was performed at
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the gateway 102 is also omitted.
[0216] While the data transmission destination from
the voice input/output device 240 was the gateway 102
in the first embodiment (Fig. 19 through Fig. 21), this is
the central management device 2800 in the second em-
bodiment (Fig. 26A and Fig. 26B).
[0217] Except for the above points, the operations of
the speech dialogue system according to the second em-
bodiment are the same as those of the first embodiment.
[0218] Specifically, in S1501 the voice data has been
directly transmitted from the voice input/output device
240 to the central management device 2800, so the
processing of S1505 is omitted. Accordingly, the gateway
ID is not transmitted along with the voice data.
[0219] Also, in Fig. 26A, the gateway 102 has been
omitted, so transmission of the device ID and gateway
ID to the gateway 102 is omitted in S1550 in Fig. 26A,
unlike S1550 in Fig. 19.
[0220] The control command, authority state display
content, and voice data are each directly transmitted from
the central management device 2800 to the devices 400,
display terminal 260, and voice input/output device 240.
Accordingly, the process group C is also omitted in Fig.
26A.
[0221] Thus, advantages the same as those of the first
embodiment can be obtained in the second embodiment,
even when applied to a form where the functions of the
cloud server 111 are borne by the central management
device 2800 installed within the group 100.

(Other Embodiments)

[0222] Although a speech dialogue system has been
described by way of embodiments, the present disclo-
sure is not restricted to these embodiments.
[0223] The processing units included in the speech di-
alogue system according to the above-described embod-
iments are typically realized as an LSI which is an inte-
grated circuit. These may be individually formed into sin-
gle chips, or part or all may be formed into a single chip.
[0224] The integrated circuit is not restricted to an LSI,
and may be realized by dedicated circuits or general-
purpose processors. An FPGA (Field Programmable
Gate Array) capable of being programmed after manu-
facturing the LSI, or a reconfigurable processor of which
the connections and settings of circuit cells within the LSI
can be reconfigured, may be used.
[0225] In the above-described embodiments, the com-
ponents may be configured as dedicated hardware, or
may be realized by executing a software program suita-
ble for each component. Each component may be real-
ized by a program execution unit such as a CPU or proc-
essor reading out a software program stored in a record-
ing medium such as a hard disk, semiconductor memory,
or the like, and executing the software program.
[0226] Further, the present disclosure may be the
above program, or may be a non-transient computer-
readable recording medium in which the program is re-

corded. It is needless to say that the program may be
distributed through a transfer medium such as the Inter-
net or the like.
[0227] Also, the numbers used above all are only ex-
emplary to describe the present disclosure in a specific
manner, and the present disclosure is not restricted to
the exemplified numbers. Also, the connection relations
between components used above all are only exemplary
to describe the present disclosure in a specific manner,
and connection relations to realize the function of the
present disclosure are not restricted to these.
[0228] Also, the functional block divisions in the block
diagrams are only exemplary, and multiple function
blocks may be realized as a single functional block, or a
single functional block may be divided into a plurality, or
a part of the functions may be transferred to another func-
tional block. Functions of multiple functional blocks hav-
ing similar functions may be processed in parallel or time-
division by a single hardware or software.
[0229] While a speech dialogue system according to
one aspect has been described by way of embodiments,
the present disclosure is not restricted to these embod-
iments. Various modifications to the embodiments and
combinations of components of different embodiments
which are conceivable by one skilled in the art may be
encompassed by one aspect without departing from the
essence of the present disclosure.
[0230] The present disclosure is not restricted in ap-
plication to the series of dialogue relating to obtaining
weather information described above. The present dis-
closure is applicable to any arrangement relating to dia-
logue between a speech dialogue system and a user.
For example, a case will be assumed where the user
runs a microwave oven or cooking oven which can handle
voice operations by giving the instruction "heat it". At this
time, the speech dialogue system may ask the user for
specific instructions such as "heat for how many min-
utes?" or "heat to what temperature?", or the like. The
only user who can reply to this (the user from which the
speech dialogue system will accept an answer to the
question) is the user which has instructed to "heat it" at
first.
[0231] The present disclosure is also applicable to op-
erations of the speech dialogue system asking back de-
tailed contents as to abstract instructions from the user.
What the speech dialogue system asks the user back
may be confirmation of whether or not the device 400 is
actually executing the task, or the like.
[0232] The input of voice from the user may be per-
formed by a microphone provided to the speech dialogue
system or the device 400. The speech dialogue system
or the device 400 asking back to the user may be con-
veyed from a speaker or the like provided to the speech
dialogue system or the device 400.
[0233] The sequence diagram illustrated in Fig. 20 has
processing, for determining whether or not the user who
has spoken is the same as the task owner (S1575), being
executed after execution of process group A (reception
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of voice data and gateway ID (S1510), voice context un-
derstanding processing (S1515), speaker distinguishing
processing (S1520), and state management processing
(S1525). The present disclosure is not restricted to this,
and an arrangement may be made where S1515 and the
speaker distinguishing processing (S1520) is executed
first, and next the processing of S1575 is executed, and
then the voice context understanding processing
(S1515) and state management processing (S1525) ex-
ecuted in a case where the user who has spoken and
the task owner are the same.
[0234] Also, while a user ID is registered to the "task
owner" in Fig. 13, the present disclosure is not restricted
to this, and voiceprint data may be registered. In this
case, the voiceprint data extracted from the voice data
input next, and the voiceprint data registered in "task
owner" in Fig. 13 are matched, and determination is made
regarding the authority of the user who has input the next
voice data.
[0235] Note that the technology described above may
be realized by the following type of cloud service. How-
ever, the type of cloud service by which the above tech-
nology can be realized is not restricted to this.

(Service Type 1: In-House Data Center Type Cloud Serv-
ice)

[0236] Fig. 27 is a diagram illustrating the overall image
of services which the speech dialogue system provides
in a service type 1 (in-house data center type cloud serv-
ice). This type is a type where a service provider 4120
obtains information from a group 4100, and provides a
user with service. In this type, the service provider 4120
functions as a data center operator. That is to say, the
service provider 4120 has a cloud server 4111 to manage
big data. Accordingly, the data center operator does not
exist.
[0237] In this type, the service provider 4120 operates
and manages the data center 4203 (cloud server). The
service provider 4120 also manages operating system
(OS) 202 and applications 4201. The service provider
4120 provides services (arrow 204) using the OS 4202
and applications 4201 managed by the service provider
4120.

(Service Type 2: IaaS Usage Type Cloud Service)

[0238] Fig. 28 is a diagram illustrating the overall image
of services which the speech dialogue system provides
in a service type 2 (IaaS usage type cloud service). IaaS
stands for "Infrastructure as a Service", and is a cloud
service providing model where the base for computer
system architecture and operation itself is provided as
an Internet-based service.
[0239] In this type, the data center operator 4110 op-
erates and manages the data center 4203 (cloud server).
The service provider 4120 manages the OS 4202 and
applications 4201. The service provider 4120 provides

services (arrow 204) using the OS 4202 and applications
4201 managed by the service provider 4120.

(Service Type 3: PaaS Usage Type Cloud Service)

[0240] Fig. 29 is a diagram illustrating the overall image
of services which the speech dialogue system provides
in a service type 3 (PaaS usage type cloud service). PaaS
stands for "Platform as a Service", and is a cloud service
providing model where a platform serving as the founda-
tion for software architecture and operation is provided
as an Internet-based service.
[0241] In this type, the data center operator 4110 man-
ages the OS 4202 and operates and manages the data
center 4203 (cloud server). The service provider 4120
also manages the applications 4201. The service provid-
er 4120 provides services (arrow 204) using the OS 4202
managed by the data center operator 4110 and applica-
tions 4201 managed by the service provider 4120.

(Service Type 4: SaaS Usage Type Cloud Service)

[0242] Fig. 30 is a diagram illustrating the overall image
of services which the speech dialogue system provides
in a service type 4 (SaaS usage type cloud service). SaaS
stands for "Software as a Service". A SaaS usage type
cloud service is a cloud service providing model having
functions where corporations or individuals who do not
have a data center (cloud server) can use applications
provided by a platform provider having a data center
(cloud server) for example, over a network such as the
Internet.
[0243] In this type, the data center operator 4110 man-
ages the applications 4201, manages the OS 4202, and
operates and manages the data center 4203 (cloud serv-
er). The service provider 4120 provides services (arrow
204) using the OS 4202 and applications 4201 managed
by the data center operator 4110.
[0244] In each of these types, the service provider
4120 performs the act of providing services. The service
provider or data center operator may develop the OS,
applications, database for big data, and so forth, in-
house, or may commission this to a third party.

Industrial Applicability

[0245] The present disclosure is advantageous in the
technology of controlling devices using voice.

Reference Signs List

[0246]

102 gateway
111 cloud server
240, 3001 voice input/output device
300 processing circuit
301 sound collection circuit
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302 voice output circuit
303 communication circuit
300 CPU
320 memory
341 device ID
400 device
410 input/output circuit
430 CPU
440 memory
441 device ID
450 communication circuit
470 processing circuit
530 CPU
540 memory
541 gateway ID
550 communication circuit
570 processing circuit
600 acoustic/linguistic model DB
610 user state management DB
620 device state management DB
625 utterance comprehension dictionary DB
630 device function management DB
640 dialogue frame DB
650 communication circuit
670 processing circuit
700 communication unit
710 voice recognition unit
720 speaker distinguishing unit
730 utterance comprehension unit
740 state management unit
750 reply generating unit
760 voice synthesis unit
800 communication unit
810 reception data analyzing unit
820 transmission data generating unit
900 communication unit
910 device control unit
1000 sound collection unit
1010 audio detection unit
1020 voice section clipping unit
1030 communication unit
1040 voice output unit

[0247] According to a first aspect, a speech dialogue
control method of a speech dialogue system where con-
nection is made to a voice input device that inputs user
voice, the method comprises receiving first instruction
information, representing a first instruction content as to
the speech dialogue system, from the voice input device,
extracting, in a case of having received the first instruction
information from the voice input device, first voice infor-
mation, indicating a voice feature value of the user who
has input the first instruction information, contained in
the first instruction information, and recognizing a first
instruction content which the first instruction information
represents performing instruction request notification, in
a case where recognition result of the first instruction
content is that processing to be executed could not be

uniquely identified based on the first instruction content,
thereby prompting the user to input information neces-
sary for uniquely identifying the processing extracting, in
a case where utterance information which is voice uttered
by the user is received from the voice input device is
received after the instruction request notification, second
voice information included in the utterance information,
indicating a voice feature value of the user who has input
the utterance information, and determining whether or
not the first voice information and the second voice in-
formation that have been extracted match; and in a case
where determination is made that the first voice informa-
tion and the second voice information do not match, ex-
ecuting processing to make notification to the effect that
input of the utterance information cannot be accepted,
or not executing processing identified based on the first
instruction content and the voice information that have
been input.
[0248] According to a second aspect, the speech dia-
logue control method which is provided in addition to the
first aspect, in a case where second instruction informa-
tion indicating a second instruction content to uniquely
identify the processing has been received from the voice
input device as the utterance information, a second in-
struction content which the second instruction informa-
tion represents is recognized, processing to be executed
is uniquely identified based on a recognition result of the
first instruction content and the second instruction con-
tent, second voice information indicating a voice feature
value of the user who has input the second instruction
information, contained in the second instruction informa-
tion, is extracted, and whether or not the first voice infor-
mation and the second voice information match is deter-
mined.
[0249] According to a third aspect, the speech dialogue
control method which is provided in addition to the first
aspect, in a case where the first voice information and
the second voice information match, a speech content
which the received utterance information represents is
recognized, the processing to be executed is uniquely
identified based on the first instruction content and the
recognition results of the speech content, and the iden-
tified processing is executed.
[0250] According to a fourth aspect, the speech dia-
logue control method, which is provided in addition to
any of the aspects from 1 to 3, extracts first speech in-
formation which is stored in memory, and the first speech
information is read out from the memory, and whether or
not the first voice information and the second voice in-
formation match is determined.
[0251] According to a fifth aspect, the speech dialogue
control method which is provided in addition to the third
aspect, the identified processing is search processing to
search for any information.
[0252] According to a sixth aspect, the speech dia-
logue control method, which is provided in addition to the
third aspect, where the speech dialogue system is further
connected to an electric appliance and the identified
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processing is control processing to control operations of
the electric appliance.
[0253] According to a seventh aspect, the speech di-
alogue control method, which is provided in addition to
a third aspect, in a case where execution of the identified
processing has ended, the speech dialogue between the
user and the speech dialogue system is ended, and a
speech reception state of the speech dialogue system is
set to neutral.
[0254] According to an eighth aspect, the speech dia-
logue control method which is provided in addition to any
of aspects from 1 to 7, in a case where a predetermined
amount of time elapses after the instruction request no-
tification, the speech dialogue between the user and the
speech dialogue system is ended, and a speech recep-
tion state of the speech dialogue system is set to neutral.
[0255] According to a ninth aspect, the speech dia-
logue control method which is provided in addition to any
of the aspects from 1 to 7, where the voice input device
and the speech dialogue system are connected by a net-
work, and in a case of detecting that connection by the
network has been cut off after the instruction request no-
tification, the speech dialogue between the user and the
speech dialogue system is ended, and a speech recep-
tion state of the speech dialogue system is set to neutral.
[0256] According to a tenth aspect, the speech dia-
logue control method which is provided in addition to any
of the aspects from 1 to 7, where the voice input device
and the speech dialogue system are connected by a net-
work, and in a case of detecting that connection by the
network has been cut off after the instruction request no-
tification, the speech dialogue between the user and the
speech dialogue system is ended, and the user is notified
that the network has been cut off.
[0257] According to an eleventh aspect, the speech
dialogue control method which is provided in addition to
the tenth aspect, notification to the user that the network
has been cut off is performed by outputting voice indicat-
ing the cutoff.
[0258] According to a twelfth aspect, the speech dia-
logue control method which is provided in addition to the
tenth aspect, notification to the user that the network has
been cut off is performed by outputting an image indicat-
ing the cutoff.
[0259] According to the thirteenth aspect, the speech
dialogue control method which is provided in addition to
the second aspect, in a case where determination is
made that the first voice information and the second voice
information match, the identified processing is executed.

Claims

1. A speech dialogue control method of a speech dia-
logue system which is connected to a voice input
device, provided in an automobile, that inputs user
voice and to an onboard device provided in the au-
tomobile, the method comprising:

receiving first instruction information, represent-
ing a first instruction content as to the speech
dialogue system, from the voice input device;
extracting, in a case of having received the first
instruction information from the voice input de-
vice, first voice information, indicating a voice
feature value of the user who has input the first
instruction information, contained in the first in-
struction information, and recognizing a first in-
struction content which the first instruction infor-
mation represents;
performing instruction request notification, in a
case where the recognition result of the first in-
struction content is that processing for control-
ling an operation of the onboard device to be
executed could not be uniquely identified based
on the first instruction content, thereby prompt-
ing the user to input information necessary for
uniquely identifying the processing;
extracting, in a case where utterance informa-
tion which is voice uttered by the user is received
from the voice input device after the instruction
request notification, second voice information
included in the utterance information, indicating
a voice feature value of the user who has input
the utterance information, and determining
whether or not the first voice information and the
second voice information that have been ex-
tracted match; and
in a case where determination is made that the
first voice information and the second voice in-
formation do not match, executing processing
to make notification to the effect that input of the
utterance information cannot be accepted, or
not executing processing identified based on the
first instruction content and the voice information
that have been input.

2. A speech dialogue system comprising:

an voice input device, provided in an automobile,
that inputs user voice;
an onboard device provided in the automobile;
a server which is configured to:

receive first instruction information, repre-
senting a first instruction content as to the
speech dialogue system, from the voice in-
put device;
extract, in a case of having received the first
instruction information from the voice input
device, first voice information, indicating a
voice feature value of the user who has input
the first instruction information, contained in
the first instruction information, and recog-
nizing a first instruction content which the
first instruction information represents;
perform instruction request notification, in a
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case where the recognition result of the first
instruction content is that processing for
controlling an operation of the onboard de-
vice to be executed could not be uniquely
identified based on the first instruction con-
tent, thereby prompt the user to input infor-
mation necessary for uniquely identifying
the processing;
extract, in a case where utterance informa-
tion which is voice uttered by the user is
received from the voice input device after
the instruction request notification, second
voice information included in the utterance
information, indicating a voice feature value
of the user who has input the utterance in-
formation, and determining whether or not
the first voice information and the second
voice information that have been extracted
match; and
in a case where determination is made that
the first voice information and the second
voice information do not match, executing
processing to make notification to the effect
that input of the utterance information can-
not be accepted, or not executing process-
ing identified based on the first instruction
content and the voice information that have
been input.
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